
Week 3

Leadership Certificate for Nonprofit Chief Executives

Supporting and Evaluating Performance



We’re Back!

Justin Wood

Governance Programs Manager
Emily Davis

Senior Governance Consultant



Have questions?

Contact Justin Wood, Governance Program 

Manager at Justin.wood@boardsource.org
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Chat Question



Week Three Learning Objective
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I. Organizational Performance: 
Ensure the Quality and Effectiveness of Programs



Poll Question: 
My board’s knowledge of our mission and 

programs:



Survey Data: Board Performance in Monitoring Programs

LWI 2017 Data



The CEO’s Role in Assessing Organizational Performance
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The CEO’s Role in Assessing Organizational Performance

ClarifyListen Offer Support Frame discussions
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Ask The Right Questions
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II. CEO Performance: Benchmarking 
and Rewarding Performance



Leading with Intent 2015 Data: CEO Assessments
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Categories for CEO Assessment



III. Board Performance



Leading with Intent 2017 Data: Board Self-Assessments
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The CEO’s Role in Board Self-Assessment
By virtue of their role with the nominations or governance committee, the CEO might:

Work with the 
committee chair 
to propose the 

idea

Identify a range of 
potential board 
self-assessment 

tools

Provide staffing or 
act as a liaison with 
third-party vendors 

or consultants

Support the 
planning of a 
board retreat
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Video – Value of a Board Self-Assessment

Link to the video at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bsONgs18bT4&feature=youtu.be



Additional Tools in Reader 



IV. Planning for Transitions
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Board Leadership Transitions

Despite many boards having term limits, officer succession planning is still a vexing 

challenge for 50% of boards

Only 49% of CEOs, compared to 67% of board chairs, agree that their organizations 
have an effective process in place for officer succession 

CEOs cite building a board leadership pipeline among the top five most important 
areas for board improvement

Electing good board officers should be an ongoing activity and not left to chance

Boards can identify promising leaders through committee leadership assignments, 
board development training and mentoring from experienced board members  

Effective board leadership contributes to strong board performance in terms of 
internal and external functions
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The Chief Executive’s Role in Planning for Transitions
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Board Chair Responsibilities



Wrap up and close



Week 3: Recap

Boards need to plan for both board officer 

and CEO transitions. Succession planning 

should be an ongoing activity focused on 

finding the best person for the job.

Boards are responsible for assessing 

organizational performance. They can achieve 

this by monitor programs and services, 

providing an annual CEO Assessment, and 

undertaking a board self-assessment every 

couple of years. 



Thank you and Congratulations!


